Hesburgh declares parietals must stand

by Ann O'Leary
News Editor

University President Theodore Hesburgh rejected the Campus Life Council's proposal to reduce parietals to a hall offense on Friday, saying that such a change would eventually "erode the present regulation to meaninglessness." The rejection came in a letter addressed to Student Body President Andy McKenna, which appears on today's Editorial page.

In his letter, Hesburgh stressed the importance of parietals at Notre Dame, saying, "The present system of parietals is very much a part of what the University stands for: standards that are higher than most universities, but which can create an atmosphere conducive to education and growth, if they are observed."

"One does not grow by eliminating or ignoring reasonable standards, but by observing them," he added.

Hesburgh also commented, "I am not naive enough to imagine there is no hanky panky here. If people really want to get into trouble, they will find a way of doing so, whatever the rules. However, it is a permanent living condition here. Bad situations, when they come to light, are judicable according to a standard system.

In conclusion, Hesburgh said that he believed the present parietals system to be a good one and that it should remain as it is.

The issue of jurisdiction over parietals first surfaced when parietals was thena student topic of discussion at a students' rights forum held Sept. 28. The forum, Dean of Students James Roemer stated, "The rationale behind parietals has nothing to do with sexuality. Rather, he said, "It is a quiet hour type of thing where at certain times that hall is supposed to be quiet and other people are supposed to be out of the hall.

Questioning this rationale, students at the forum asked Roemer why parietals violations could not be dealt with by hall judicial boards if the purpose of parietals was merely to protect the privacy of hall residents. Roemer responded that while hall boards did not then have jurisdiction over parietals, it would be possible for students, using the derogatory system...

LaFortune Center begins full 24-hour service

Starting today the LaFortune Student Center will be open 24 hours daily, except Sunday mornings from 3 a.m. to 10 a.m. This project, sponsored by the Student Government, will improve the access of students to Student Center facilities in the north sun-

day, inflicting "terrible dam-
age" and causing many civilian casualties. An air raid alert was ordered in Hanoi, 80 miles from the Chinese border. Japan's Kyodo news agency reported, but Vietnam's radio said the capital was calm and that hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese held a rally to denounce the invasion. Chinese forces crossed the border Saturday day along a 450 mile front.

Radio Hanoi said Vietnamese troops had killed about 250 Chinese and destroyed or damaged 66 tanks in fierce battles in Vietnam's northern provinces. It said the Chinese had occupied 11 towns and villages in all five border provinces Quang Ninh, Lang Son, Quang Ninh, Lai Chau and Hoang Lien Son.

The Soviet Union warned China to withdraw its troops "before it is too late" and said it "would honor its obligations" to Hanoi under a treaty of friendship and cooperation signed last year. The Vietnamese and the Chinese were "barbarously shelling border towns" and committing "brutal crimes," resulting in "massive damage and human casualties."

The claims could not be independently verified.

The Vietnamese News Agency said Chinese troops, tanks and planes drove up to six miles into Vietnam, attacking at least one provincial capital and Vietnamese border posts and villages along the length of the front. Vietnam said earlier the Chinese had penetrated as deep as 30 miles into Vietnam but the discrepancy was not explained yesterday.

Peking said it launched the "counterattack" in retaliation for repeated "armed incursions" by Vietnamese forces into China. Peking's official Hsinhua news agency said Chinese forces would return to the frontier "after hitting back at the aggressors as far as possible."

The Vietnam News Agency said Chinese troops, tanks and planes drove up to six miles into Vietnam, attacking at least one provincial capital and Vietnamese border posts and villages along the length of the front. Vietnam said earlier the Chinese had penetrated as deep as 30 miles into Vietnam but the discrepancy was not explained yesterday.

Peking said it launched the "counterattack" in retaliation for repeated "armed incursions" by Vietnamese forces into China. Peking's official Hsinhua news agency said Chinese forces would return to the frontier "after hitting back at the aggressors as far as possible."
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The issue of jurisdiction over parietals first surfaced when parietals was thena student topic of discussion at a students' rights forum held Sept. 28. The forum, Dean of Students James Roemer stated, "The rationale behind parietals has nothing to do with sexuality. Rather, he said, "It is a quiet hour type of thing where at certain times that hall is supposed to be quiet and other people are supposed to be out of the hall.

Questioning this rationale, students at the forum asked Roemer why parietals violations could not be dealt with by hall judicial boards if the purpose of parietals was merely to protect the privacy of hall residents. Roemer responded that while hall boards did not then have jurisdiction over parietals, it would be possible for students, using the derogatory system...
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"All responsibility for the action which stems from it...
Agents follow 'bundles' arrest five on drug charges

COTULLA, Texas (AP) - Agents followed a trial of bundles on Tuesday, arresting five on federal drug charges, the U.S. Customs Service said. The 70-pound bales - an estimated 10,000 pounds in all - fell from a low-flying, Columbia-registered DC-4 Friday as Customs agents pursued the aircraft, authorities said. Farmers who'd gone into their fields to protect their crops were caught in the crossfire between the agents and the DC-4.

Officials later said 1,000 pounds of marijuana had been recovered along the 100-mile route from Corpus Christi to Cotulla. Three men were arrested and the DC-4 seized when the aircraft landed in Cotulla. Two others were arrested later.

Kemp denies Carter in handling Iranian crisis

WASHINGTON (AP) - A leading conservative congressman yesterday denounced President Carter's handling of the crisis in Iran and what he termed the administration's "accommodation to Soviet provocation." Rep. Jack Kemp, N.Y., said Carter has "secretly accepted serious diplomatic defeats in Iran and elsewhere for fear of disrupting arms control talks with the Soviet Union." He charged the administration was giving a voice to the common sense of the American people that this nation must lead, not follow, step backward and not retreat, in befriending and protecting legitimate governments around the world," Kemp said.

Chicago exhibits weapons in Defense Technology '79

CHICAGO (AP) - "Defense Technology '79," an exhibit of modern-day weaponry expertise and seminars, opened yesterday to a private audience of international "window shoppers" as hundreds of anti-war protesters demonstrated outside the exhibit center. About 90 persons, carrying signs such as "No Nukes In Good Nukes," gathered in the parking lot of the O'Hare Exhibition Center in suburban Rosemont an hour after the exhibit opened. About two dozen helmeted police officers stood shoulder-to-shoulder with clubs thrust forward to separate the demonstrators. Laurie Decky, a member of the organizing committee, said, "We think this will be the largest peace demonstration in Chicago since 1968."

Weather

Becoming mostly sunny and cold today with highs in the mid 20s. Fair and not as cold tomorrow with lows in the mid to upper 30s.
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2 pm-LOW INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE, sponsored by adm.
cracy dept., TOM DOOLEY ROOM, LAFORTUNE
4:30 pm-FILM, "harvest of shame," RM 101 LAW SCHOOL
5:30 pm-MEETING, french club, FACULTY DINING ROOM, GARRISON HALL
7 pm-COMPUTER MINI-COURSE, advanced course in iso, 115
CCMB
8 pm-BASKETBALL, str. Mary's vs iupu, ANGELA ATHLETIC
FACILITY
9, 11 pm-FILM, "silent movie," ENGR. AUD.
7:30 pm-FILM, "...", WASH. HALL
8:15 pm-CONCERT, pagamik-ocacay duo, sponsored by music dep., LIB. AUD.

Indianapolis carriers fight for court time

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Newspaper carriers beware! A state legislator is sponsoring a bill to make it easier for young paper carriers to sue customers who don't pay up.

Rep. William Roach, who introduced a bill to waive the $10 filing fee for paper carriers under 18, remembers his own experiences trying to collect from customers on his route.

"I was a newspaper carrier for five years back in the 1940s. I delivered the Cincinnati Enquirer and it was my sole source of income," he said. "When I'd go around to collect, I'd have people peeping behind the curtains. I'd have them slam the door in my face. I've had them put their dogs on me."

'Parents get real incensed.' So the West Terre Haute Democrat decided to do something for the carriers. His position is simple: When a kid grows up at five o'clock in the morning so you can have your paper, he deserves to be paid.

"The way the situation is now, Roach said, "our courts are structured so that truly small claims are just forgotten."

"A kid's got five deadbeat customers who haven't been paying him. He has to come up with $30 on the chance of maybe getting $30 back," Roach explained. "So many haven't filed because they're afraid to file."

Roach said he is concerned that even though the filing fee is returned if the plaintiff is successful in his suit, it is denying youngsters access to the legal system.

And the youngsters aren't the only ones who are upset with customers who don't pay up, "Parents get real incensed," Roach said. "Not only are you gnawing their kids out of their rightful due, but parents have got a lot of time and effort invested, too. They're sure these folding papers, it's a real family property."

One parent who is interested in Roach's bill is former state Rep. Robert Mahowald. His 12-year-old son, John, has a paper route on Indianapolis' northeast side and occasionally has problems with customers who don't pay.

"A small claim court judge came out to talk to John's class right around Christmas," Mahowald said. "He found out all about filing suit. He was all for it."

One of John's problem customers, Mahowald said, was a man named Norman who lived in an apartment complex.

"Not too long after the judge came to his class, John saw Norman," Mahowald said. "John told him, 'If you don't pay up, I'm going to sue you and I've already talked to the judge.' John got his money and now they're friends."
Evolution of a Tradition

Festival focuses on culture

Andrew Segovia, Staff Reporter

Planning has been completed for the annual Black Cultural Arts Festival on the Notre Dame campus beginning this Sunday and lasting to Mar. 3. Focusing on the theme, "The Evolution of a Tradition," the weekend event will include talks by nationally-known leaders, dramatic performances, and talent exhibitions and a discussion of "The State of the African Revolution." The goals of the annual festival are to provide an awareness of the black cultural experience, an understanding of the various aspects of black life and a knowledge of the achievements and talents of black Americans.

The festival seeks to accomplish this through round table discussions, guest speakers, seminars, appearances of entertainers and a display of the various talents of black students within the Notre Dame community.

The schedule of events will open Sunday night at 7 p.m. in the Library Auditorium with a program called "Gospel Soul on Sunday," featuring choirs from black churches in the South Bend area.

This program is an effort to bridge the gap between blacks in South Bend and the blacks on campus and to demonstrate to the protestant churches that they are welcome on campus." Dale Atkins, co-planner of the festival, stated.

On Monday Olympic gold medalist Wilma Rudolph will give a lecture in the Library Auditorium at 7 p.m.

Best known for having been the first American woman to win three gold medals in track and field in a single Olympic, Wilma Rudolph is currently a versatile professional woman whose feats are described as thought-provoking and motivational.

Vinnie Burrow, a noted black dramaticist, will perform at the Saint Mary's Little Theater on Monday at 7:30 p.m. Burrow has received critical acclaim for her solo programs which provide a dramatic study of changing black life in America.

A discussion dealing with the "State of the African Revolution" will be held in the Hayes-Healy Auditorium at 7 p.m. on Wednesday. The discussion will feature various guests in current African politics.

Members of the black community at Notre Dame will display their talent at the Library Auditorium on Friday at 7 p.m.

According to Atkins the show will include "various musical presentations, dramatic readings, exhibition of art work and architecture designs.

Benjamin Hooks, executive director of the NAACP, will lecture on civil rights Saturday in Washington Hall at 7 p.m.

The festival will conclude on Saturday night with the "Student Talent Show" in the Monogram Room of the ACC at 8 p.m.

The fashion show is run entirely by students, Atkins commented. According to Atkins, the show will feature male apparel from J. Riggs and female fashion from Paul Harris. Atkins stated that the festival had received support from the entire University.

"We would like to emphasize that the festival is not for the black community," the co-planner stated, "the speakers and programs will cover a wide range of topics which are of interest to everyone."

Foundation honors Carberry

The Winston Churchill Foundation of the United States has named Dr. James J. Carberry as the Richard King Mellon Fellow at Cambridge University, England, where he is presently Churchill Fellow, from January to June, 1979.

Each year, the Foundation selects one Churchill Fellow at Cambridge for the Mellon Fellowship. Carberry, who is professor of chemical engineering at the University of Notre Dame, also has been invited to present lectures on "Oxidation Catalysts Over Supported Metals" at University College, University of London, Imperial College, London, and Oxford University.
SONY AUDIO
STR-V2
FM STEREO/FM-AM RECEIVER
Features
• 25 watts per channel, minimum RMS at 8 ohms from 20Hz
  to 20kHz with no more than 0.3% Total Harmonic Distortion.
• Improved FM reception quality, with IF FF front end and
  Phase Locked Loop stereo multiplex stage.
• Simple, accurate station selection, with center station and
  signal-strength tuning meters and linear FM dial scale.
• Accurate, stepped attenuator volume, bass, and treble
  controls.

Today our display model of this SONY component,
Regularly $260 Is
16 percent off

The Audio Specialists is running its annual
Demo Dutch Auction Sale.
The way it works is
simple: On February 10
all demos in our Audio & Video departments were marked at 10%
off suggested list. Every business day the price will drop 1% per day until a component is
sold. Only one of each item will be sold at the sale price. The sale ends February 28th when
everything remaining will be 25% off.
The pressure is on! Buy early and get the best selection or gamble and wait for even bigger
deals.
All tape prices are discounted by the same amounts during the sale and anyone bringing in
this ad will get another 2% off all prices.
Come in and Save!!

Committee urges nation
to plan jobs
A study by the Committee for National Service urges the nation
to engage a million or more
young people in a new system of
voluntary National Service to help meet this country's non-
military needs.
The committee includes Uni-
versity President, Fr. Theodore
M. Hesburgh.
A plan proposed by the com-
mittee envisions a time when
service for at least a full year
after secondary or higher educa-
tion is a common expectation of
all young men and women.

Candidates
to discuss
campaigns
There will be a meeting for all
persons interested in running for
Sophomore, Junior, and Senior
class officers Monday, Feb 19 at
10 p.m. at the Student Govern-
ment offices. Election and cam-
paign rules will be discussed.
All persons must run on a
ticket which includes a class
president, vice president, secre-
tary, and treasurer.

Art prof
to lecture
on pyramids
Professor Robert Leader of the Art Department will present an
illustrated lecture entitled
"American Pyramids and Human Sacrifice" tomorrow evening at 7
p.m. in Howard Hall. The
program, which is being spon-
sored by the Howard Hall
Academic-Cultural Commission
is open to the public.
Solzhenitsyn predicts WWII , China to emerge as victor

LONDON (AP) - Exiled Soviet author Alexander Solzhenitsyn, in a broadcast yesterday, predicted "appropriate measures" to bring about a third world war and that China will be the victor.

Solzhenitsyn, who won the 1970 Nobel Prize for literature, was recalled from the Soviet Union in 1974, spoke in an interview broadcast by the British Broadcasting Corp.'s Russian Service. It was recorded two weeks before China invaded Vietnam on Thursday.

The 60-year-old author said the world's undoing would result from a combination of Soviet "aggression" and western malaise, a recurrent theme in his interviews, speeches and writings since he came to the West. He now lives in Vermont.

"We are clearly moving toward a world war, yet Western statesmen deceive themselves that we are merely going through a crisis," Solzhenitsyn said.

"They surrender several countries a year to communism, and yet they do not tremble... How long will the supply of countries last?" The broadcast coincided with the fifth anniversary of the writer's expulsion from his homeland.

It was the second part of a 60-minute recorded Feb. 3 as his Vermont home.

"The communism cannot survive a race war," he said. "It is in process now. The devilish growth of armaments, guns which begin to face themselves. These madness will clearly succeed in plunging both our country and the whole world into war.

"Like conquerors in the past, Solzhenitsyn said, Vietnam leaders "imagine they are so strong that they can ear the whole known world." "In actual fact they will destroy the whole world, ruin our people and still suffer defeat," the author said.

"But why? Because, ranged on the opposite side will be a billion-strong China. Hence, the victor will again be Communism, but in a different form.

With Chinese ambassador

U.S. discusses Vietnam plight

UNITED NATIONS (AP) - The U.N. Security Council president Monday called an emergency meeting yesterday with China's U.N. ambassador, as well as several other delegations, to discuss the recent incursion into Vietnam.

"The Chinese incursion threatens "international peace and security." It is the duty of the international community to ensure that the Chinese forces withdraw," said Jan Eliasson, a Swedish diplomat.

"We are concerned about the consequences of continuing aggression," he added.

The meeting occurred one day after China invaded Vietnam, prompting a strong reaction from the United Nations.

"Such consultations are a normal part of our work," said Eliasson.

China's envoy by telephone in a search for ways to end the fighting between their two countries.

Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim said today that he was "most complex.

Cavanaugh senior contracts meningitis

A Notre Dame senior is listed in critical condition as St. Joseph's Hospital suffering from a severe case of meningococcal meningitis.

Andrew M. Sowder, a resident of fourth floor Cavanaugh, had been hospitalized yesterday and has been in a coma since late yesterday afternoon.

Sowder reported to the Notre Dame infirmary Saturday afternoon, upon returning from a trip to Swiss Valley, MI, with 28 other students. He died in the night in the infirmary with a high fever and was transferred to St. Joseph's Hospital yesterday. His parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Sowder of Jackson, MI, arrived in South Bend last night.

Director of Information Services Richard Conklin said that meningitis is a bacterial disease that causes swelling in the membrane enveloping the brain and spinal cord.

"Contact with the disease is highly contagious," Conklin said. "There is no cause for alarm except in cases where someone has had close and prolonged personal contact with Sowder within the last 48-72 hours."

According to Conklin, "Casual contact such as talking with him in a hallway, eating at the same dining hall table or sitting in a classroom with him would not constitute close personal contact.

Students who were in close contact with Sowder for a period of two hours or more, however, are advised to report to the infirmary today for an interview to determine whether or not they should be given treatment to prevent the contraction.

Influenza personnel who tested Sowder, as well as several students who were in contact with Sowder, have already been given oral medication to prevent their contraction of the disease.

RIVIER CITY RECORDS

South Bend's Largest Record and Tape Selection

$1.00 OFF coupon

Any Undergrad is Eligible to be the 1979-80 JUDICIAL COORDINATOR

Applications available in the Student Government Office

2nd floor LaFortune

Deadline Feb. 23

For further details contact

Jayne Rizzo (7961-6413)
Kristin Quann (1343-6413)

Rivier City Records

5017 US. 14 North, Miles north of campus. Open 10 to 10, 7 days a week. 277-4242.

$1.00 OFF any album or tape with this coupon. Limit 1. Now thru March 11. Not good on cut-outs, imports or other sale items. Coupon must be presented before purchase is rung onto cash register.

Braniff International is hiring Flight Attendants

— accepting applications on

Tuesday, February 20,

from 3:30-6:30 pm at the Albert Pick Motor-Inn 213 W. Washington (downtown)

Minimum requirements:

— at least 19 1/2 yrs of age
— Height 5'2"-62"
— vision correctable to 20-50
— willing to relocate

— bi-lingual speakers also desired— for more info, call:

232-3947 at the Albert Pick equal opportunity employer

River City Records probably has it in stock.
Father Hesburgh’s letter in which he rejects the Campus Life Council’s (CLC) proposal to redefine parietals is four months too late. A similar letter, indicating Hesburgh’s understanding of the purpose of parietals should have been immediately released in the student rights forum for the four months students and the CLC have been under the impression that the Administration regarded parietals as “quiet hours,” and the Administration perpetuated this deceitful misinformation.

The reason the CLC went through the “proper channels” in making its proposal to redefine parietals to a hall offense was because they went to the students parietals are “quiet hours,” and the Dean of Students James Roemer made a statement to that effect at the student rights forum last Sept. 26. Roemer said, “The rationale behind parietals has nothing to do with sexuality. It is a quiet hour type of thing where at certain times, that hall is supposed to be quiet and no entrance is supposed to the hall.”

When students questioned why they could not set their own “quiet hours,” Roemer suggested students use the CLC to present any proposals which they might have for change. At their Oct. 9 meeting, the CLC ratified a proposal to redefine parietals as a hall offense.

This proposal was presented to Father John Van Wolvlear, Vice-President for Student Affairs, who had been at the student rights forum, and refused to comment on the parietal issue, claiming that he was ignorant of its history. Van Wolvlear delayed responding, presumably while he was researching the issue, until just after Thanksgiving break. At that time Van Wolvlear rejected the proposal.

The proposal was immediately resubmitted to University provost, Dr. Timothy O’Meara, who also rejected the proposal, this time over Christmas break. Following O’Meara’s rejection of the proposal that proposal to redefine parietals to a hall offense in four some sort of articulation of why parietals exist. Meanwhile the CLC appealed O’Meara’s decision to Hesburgh.

Hesburgh’s rejection of this proposal is based on an understanding of parietals that is fundamentally different from that of other members of the community, and the free press. Under the present system of parietals, students have the thirty pages of rules and regulations that they must follow. These rules are the essence of the student’s rights forum. The present regulation to meaninglessness.

I do not expect this to be a popular decision, for the common good must take the heat out of this issue, which is one of the most common denominators.

It would be a lot easier just to go along with the patrons of the Dinkham’s fringe. It’s a real good time.

That’s too bad. I thought we’d share ours with them since we have no other uses. We do, in fact, give a lot of good customers. For instance, Zahedi’s got some good, and Brian Hagan to the contrary notwithstanding.

We should not be bashful about doing so.

Mr. Driskin says you’ve nothing if you don’t have a caviar source at the G.A.

Whatever else you want to say about Ambassador Zahedi he certainly was lavish with his country’s edibles. Almost every one of us has had the pleasure of sitting at the Ambassador’s table and having a good time. And there are plenty of caviar stockists in Washington.

I do not expect this to be a popular decision, for the common good must take the heat out of this issue, which is one of the most common denominators.
An Outrageous New Column

The Shah and Killer Squirrels

The Talking Head

Prayer Never Won a Game

Fr. Bill Toohey

Features

My Weekend With Myron Farber

Ruth Kulcun

In rebuttal to the claims that he refused to give his notes to the trial judge because he was threatened with jail, Mike responded, "I accepted a $7,000 advance from the New York Times for the series, which is to be paid on delivery. I promised them I'd start writing..." He was, in his words, "refused to give his notes to the trial judge because he was threatened with jail. Mike responded, "I accepted a $7,000 advance from the New York Times for the series, which is to be paid on delivery. I promised them I'd start writing..." He was, in his words, "refused to give his notes to the trial judge because he was threatened with jail. Mike responded, "I accepted a $7,000 advance from the New York Times for the series, which is to be paid on delivery. I promised them I'd start writing..." He was, in his words, "refused to give his notes to the trial judge because he was threatened with jail. Mike responded, "I accepted a $7,000 advance from the New York Times for the series, which is to be paid on delivery. I promised them I'd start writing..." He was, in his words, "refused to give his notes to the trial judge because he was threatened with jail."
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ATTENTION ENGINEERS

'VALUES' 80' IS HERE

It is proposed that a Conference on Human Values and Professional Responsibility in engineering be held in April 1980. Your support is needed now.

Problem statement and definition presented by REV. OLIVER F WILLIAMS, C.S.C

All engineering students and faculty are invited c/o W. S. C. Krollk, Director, Office of Non-Academic Employment, 321 Gales Hall.

TEHRAN, Iran (AP) - Iran's new Islamic government announced yesterday it had expelled Israeli officials after eliminating all relations with the Jewish state.

The announcement by Tehran Radio came as Palestine Liberation Organization chief Yasser Arafat met with Iranian leaders.

He conferred with Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, the new leader of Iran's anti-shah forces, and said the Iranian revolution had turned the strategic balance in the Middle East "upside down."

Tehran Radio, reporting on a statement from the foreign ministry, said support for the Palestinian people was the main principle of the provisional government's foreign policy. Israel once received most of its oil from Iran.

The broadcast said 22 Israeli trade and immigration officials and representatives of El Al Airline along with other Israeli technicians were expelled from Iran yesterday. All Iranian government employees in Israel were ordered to return home, the station said.

Arafat won assurances from Khomeini that Iran will "turn to the issue of victory over Israel" after the nation consolidates its strength, Tehran Radio reported.

The Islamic court continued rounding up officials of the old regime and Khomeini aides predicted more executions would take place.

Tehran Radio said Khomeini's forces were searching for deposed Prime Minister Shahpur Bakhtiar, whose 38-day-old government was swept aside by the safety of Americans still in Iran.

Khomeini instructed a group of U.S. officials to return home, the station said.

In response to Carroll Hall's "Operation 89," the Faculty Council met last week and the president of the council, C. C. McKenna, said the "fifteen-minute rule" on faculty input to the administration was "fifteen years old.

The problem lies in the fact that more direct student input is now "as direct as you can get."

In regards to a letter from the Graduate Student Union (A representative of the Placement Bureau will attend both sessions.)

Applications for the Student Union Director and Comptroller

Are now available in the S.U. offices

Applications due Feb. 20

Interviews will be Feb. 27

For information, call 7757

The Mock Stock Market began selling "stock packages" in the dining halls last week. [photo by John Macor]

...Survey

[continued from page 1]

Cooman responded that, "Farley had a good point in their letter. The problem lies in the fact that there is not enough student input into administration decision making. They articulated our short-range goals into a long-range campaign for student input. We couldn't agree more with them; it's been our main point all along."

In regards to Carroll Hall's position that more direct student input to the administration was necessary, McKenna replied that input is now "as direct as you can get."

When asked if an organized cross of some sort would be an effective means of affecting the administrative position, McKenna replied negatively and cited the "fifteen-minute rule" as his principal reason. The fifteen-minute rule, according to McKenna, stems from an incident in 1969 when Facher Hesburgh instructed a group of...
China

[continued from page 1]

China would strike deeply into Vietnam. The United States called for the Chinese to withdraw their forces immediately and said Vietnamese troops should leave Cambodia. In an official explanation to the United Nations, China maintained it launched the attack "to defend the country's borders." It said the Vietnamese had ignored "China's repeated warnings" and had "continually sent armed forces to encroach on Chinese territory."  

Survey

[continued from page 8]
several hundred students protesting the presence of Dow Chemical and CIA recruiters on campus to leave within fifteen minutes. Dow Chemical was the company that produced napalm, a term that was continually being used in the Viet Nam war at that time. All but seven left, and those seven subscribers were later expelled.

Hesburgh

[continued from page 1]

CLC as a channel, to change parietals to a hall offense. The CLC, at a meeting on Oct. 9, discussed and passed a proposal to redefine parietals as a hall offense in light of the rationale presented by Roemer. Under the CLC proposal, the rector would have the option to refer a parietals violation to the hall judicial board. According to present University procedure, the rector may either use his own discretion in dealing with a violation, or refer the violator to the Dean of Students for disciplinary action.

The proposal was presented to Fr. John Van Wolvelear, vice president for Student Affairs, who issued a statement rejecting the proposal in late November. Van Wolvelear stated that "the present system seems to be working efficiently and justly," stressed that any change "might lessen the importance of parietals," and indicated that the present system was "the most effective in the interests of the University that the importance of parietals not be diminished." As final recourse, the CLC decided to appeal the proposal to Hesburgh. According to McKenna, the CLC "assumed Hesburgh's views would be consistent with those of Van Wolvelear and O'Meara, but waived an elaboration of the Administration's rationale behind parietals.""  

McKenna commented that he was satisfied with Hesburgh's response to the CLC's appeal. "That's the end of the road for the parietals proposal," he stated, adding, "I have no plan for another response to the CLC's appeal. "That's the end of the road for the parietals proposal," he stated, adding, "I have no plan for another response to the CLC's appeal. O'Meara responded to the parietals proposal, and I don't think anyone else on the CLC does."

... SU sponsors week-long record sale

Today marks the beginning of the Student Union's "Record Sale of the Century." Orders will be taken this week, and distribution will be the week of March 1. The ordering procedure will be as follows. Orders will be placed at 9 a.m. on the second floor of LaFortune. Signs will be posted to direct students to the correct location.

Orders can be placed between 12:30 p.m. Payment must be made by check or money order. No refunds will be made except in the case of a cut-out that is not in stock. Defective albums will be replaced with the same album.

HELP WANTED!

River City Records has 2 or 3 positions available for Notre Dame/St. Mary's May graduates interested in the retail record business, potentially at the management level. Selected applicants will work part time this spring semester in preparation for full time employment after graduation.

River City Records is South Bend's largest retail record company and needs more qualified staff personnel to match recent growth.

In a December consumer survey, WNDU-TV ranked River City Records first in a field of five area record retailers. River City Records is owned by a Notre Dame graduate and currently employs four ND/SMC graduates (full time) and five ND/SMC students (part time).

Good opportunities for advancement are available for qualified staff. Responsibility in our related River City Review and Concert Divisions is possible. If you are interested in a challenging job opportunity, please contact.

River City Records Inc.
Peter Keman
227-4242
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Carter outraged at murder

WASHINGTON (AP) - The body of slain Ambassador Adolph Dubs was returned to the United States yesterday and met by President Carter, who expressed "indignation and outrage" at Dubs' killing in Afghanistan last week.

We condemn those who would participate in such a despicable act of violence," Carter said. He said he was outraged "at the senseless ter-

Krolk to direct grad seminar

A seminar for graduate stu-

students in the Humanities and
related fields will be held tomor-
row in the library lounge from 3-5
p.m. James J. Krolk, director of
the Office of Non-Academic
Counseling and Placement for
Graduate Students at the Univer-
sity of Michigan will conduct the
seminar.

The second workshop from
4:30-5:30 p.m. in Wilson
Commons the same night will be
given by Charlene R. Res, a
graduate student, department of
English at Notre Dame.

Molarity

CHUCK, WHATEVER
HAPPENED? LAST THING I
HEARD YOU WERE ARRESTED.
FOR HUHILING AN
AIRPLANE hijacking
with the emphasis on Easy Care'

YOU BET. I WAS BEING
CHARGED WITH EVERYTHING
FROM RECKLESS ENDAN-
GERMENT TO CULPABLE
TERRORISM AND PUT ON
$200,000 BAIL

BUT HE-HEURUNG PUSHED
FOR AN EXTRADITION TO
MAKE CARRIES. DROPPED AND HAVE ME
BROUGHT BACK TO
CAMPUS

PART TIME
CHESS KING IS YOU
You'll enjoy working at CHESS
KING—you'll like the people,
the atmosphere and most of all
the discount.

NOW I FACE THE
2-BOARDS FOR T/Poitight IN THE NORTH
DINING HALL BREAK

Michael Molinelli

N.D. STUDENT UNION Presents

HEART

and special
guest star
EXILE

Thursday Feb 22
8pm Notre Dame ACC
All Seats Reserved $8.00 & $7.00
Tickets on sale at ACC Box Office

SUNSHINE & CELEBRATION

Fr. Williams to discuss Conference

All engineering students and
faculty are invited to attend a talk by Fr. Oliver P. Williams, who will
support a proposed Conference on Human Values and Professional
Responsibility in Engineering to be held in April 1980.

Williams will present the prob-
lem statement and definition of the conference. The talk will be
held tomorrow evening at 7:30 in
room 301 of the Engineering Building.

Dr. Bender will serve on commitee

Dr. Harvey A. Bender, profes-
sor of biology at the University of
Notre Dame, has been appointed
to a three-year term on the Com-
mittee on Committees of Sigma Xi, the scientific research society of North Amer-
ica.

The committee's purpose is to
recommend and implement pol-
icies and procedures to improve
the public understanding of
science and the understanding by scientists in the social context for
their scientific and technological activities.

over park photo

BEST PRICES FOR YOUR
PHOTO NEEDS
#1 IN PASSPORT PHOTO
APPLICATION PHOTOS
WEDDING SPECIALS
1432 MISHAWAKA AVE.
267-3855
Duke stuns Louisville on national television

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) - Gene Banks scored 23 points and Mike Gminski added 22 as Duke, ranked fifth nationally, rolled over ninth-ranked Louisville, 88-60, and won college basketball game Sunday.

Louisville, which suffered its second loss in two outings, was stunned by the beginning of the game by Duke's zone defense. The Cardinals were down at halftime by 19 points. Banks, who shot 10 of 13, improved their record to 10-3 with the victory, opened up a 27-point lead at one point in the second half. Duke never was able to break away by less than 14 in the game's closing minutes.

Louisville forward Larry Williams was high man for the Cardinals with 16 points. The loss put Louisville's season record at 22-6.

At 14:28 of the middle stanza, just after Banks had scored on an Irish scoring spree that gave the Irish the dent the Minnesota never thought they could match in two minutes and 18 seconds. Michaelle's 14th goal of the campaign, assisted by Tim Humphrey and Jeff Logan, came with 16:03 on the clock checking.

After five minutes, however, it was Janaszak that waned who was serving time. Greg Meredith scored goals at 16:03 and 16:06, assisted on both by Ted Welrhz and Steve Schneider, to put the Irish on top for good and close the scoring.

The relentless third period, a rarity in WCHA play, may look loping in the lore. But the 3,964 partisans at the ACC had no reason to complain. Except perhaps for the goal judge, the period was typical of what was perhaps the most exciting, hard-fought contest of the season at home.

And the action didn't subdue when Saturday rolled around. A second period slump, followed by a 4:287 including the parents of the Notre Dame players, witnessed 15 goals and 15 assists.

Senior Kevin Nagurski and Michael Broten each tallied two and two for the Irish. In fact, Nagurski opened the scoring only 2:26 into the game with the Irish trying to kill Minnesota's slashing penalty. "It was really nice to see Kevin play the way he did," lauded South of Nagurski's performance. "It was very fitting for his last home series and the game." Notre Dame freshman Jeff Perry scored five minutes later, only to have Czesztoff and Broten tie the score with 8:32 remaining in the first period. Dave Poulin's goal at 13:53 gave the Irish a 3-2 advantage, which they held until the first intermission.

Slagglers in the Blue Line Club may have missed a game of scoring at the outset of the second period. Five goals were scored in the first four minutes and two seconds.

Minnesota's Bill Baker and Harrer scored at 0:31 and 0:39 respectively giving the Gophers a 4-3 lead, which they held for and entire 10 minutes. Michaelle knocked the score at 1:09, slapping the puck behind goalie Jim Ireland, whose relief of the ailing Janaszak in the second period couldn't too soon for the Gophers.

Michaelle's first goal of the night and third period game conversion at 3:47, while John Murphy's second goal came at 10:06 of the period, while Broten retaliated at 17:58 to close the period with the Irish on top, 7-5.

Broten's hat trick put 55 seconds into the final period before the Irish could even think about one, but Minnesota's power-play tally at 5:24 cushioned the ND lead and served as the eventual game-winner.

In fact, Michaelle scored the game-winning goal each night, giving him six such occurrences this season. The Junior from Toronto, now tied for second in the WCHA for goals with 26, has at least scored or assisted in each game since Notre Dame's last nine league games.

T. B ., T .H .

Back pack taken by accident

You're really a cute couple, and we love you too. Thanks for making it stick.

The Shoe Sharers

Discjo John

I read every minute of it—may I have the next deal?

The Champagne Lady

Bar's Organizing and Laundry Service want size. Call anyone for an appointment.

Cocktails

Please take h is place. Wildly for UMOC.

For Sale

Stove: Must sell, baby in five. Sursan 9000, electric, 150 watt electric, 1 reads of space. $300 total. Call Bob at 8010.


USE BOX SHOP. Wed., Sat., Sun. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 1275 Broadway, 8010.

For Rent

2 girls need hide to Mardi Gras (New Orleans), can have anything after Feb. 21. Will share everything. Call 993-2899.

Classifieds

Notices

APPLICATIONS FOR STUDENT UNION DIRECTOR AND COMMISSIONER ARE BEING ACCEPTED IN THE OFFICE OF THE STUDENT UNION, 102 ICEL, 2nd FLOOR. LATE APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED BY FEBRUARY 1ST TO BE CONSIDERED. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, OR WOULD LIKE A COPY OF THE "HOW TO SELECT PROJECT" PLEASE CALL 775.

MONROSE LOAN FUND
Student loans. Opportunity for national recruitment. Due date 30 days. Lifetime Repayment.

A representative of the JESUIT VOLUNTEER CORPS will meet with students today from 1:30 to 4:30 in the Volunteering Services Office (LaFayette) and 7 to 10 pm in the Memorial Library Complex.

Lost & Found

Lost: one crutch outside of the Library about a week ago or a half year. If you see this crutch give me a call at 726.


Lost: Dog's razor cut tormented, hopefuly from East Rains at South Broad and East Second Streets. Reward offered to person returning trints. Contact numbers available please call 277-7891. REPORTER-DISPATCH.

Personals

Oriet is gone but Wellesley is ready to take her place. Write to UMOC.

O 'Cleary

O' Cleary. You really are welcome, you are welcome at home.

Attention Seniors:

The Senior Art festivl is soliciting photographs for exhibitors during Senior Art Show, February 16th-24th. Yang, Shi, Kevin or Pritchett, 124 Kenneth Ave., 995-5658.

January Birthday Happy Birthday D.C. from 3850 Tunlaw Road, 947-0545.

Please show some good company on the way to Ft. Lauderdale for three girls who need some roommates and experiences. Call 414-615-4142.

L.H.

My friend

I need your help. [JIA]

Buffy

I'm looking for a roommate. Can you help me?


Wanted: 2 Lalle tickets for paramilitary concerts. Can get off tickets and meet packed together showing. Call Jerry 7178.

Wanted: One Lalle ticket. Call Paul at 8950.

Need 2 Lalle GA tickets. Call 777-3424.

Help! Karan urgently needs 2 GA Lalle tickets. Call 8950.

Need 4 GA Lalle tickets. Call John 9217.

Pregnant driving. New Dreams for Marital Goal or grace? I could need help. A Sister Phone campus 8010.

To the man in Chwives. Dear Mr. Chwives' Day. I'm not interested. No wonder you don't have many. [LIE]

To: The man with the dirty harj at the bar. Thanks for the card. [JAM]

A place to sit, talk and listen. Here you can have a drink and smoke! [JAM]

Here is another person available to add to your collection. Thanks for a great unexpected day. [JAM]

Katja

Finish Tim and Pansy. Escape with me please. [JAM]

Jeff

Thank you very much for the flowers. Stephanie.

Bar's Organizing and Laundry Service want size. Call anyone for an appointment.

Tom

Thanks for everything. Sorry I burnt the potatoes. Hope you make the right cookie.

Rose

Patty and Shaw no sleeping! [JAM]

DAVE BREHIL!/ DAVE BREHIL!

The TRUTH TELLER's in THE WORLD to SAY NOTHING at CAMPUS. IT'S A 24 HOUR THREAT. CALL US NOW.

Dame to get a machine with the loud sounds, or one told of ear. [JAM]

Mimi
to
gather.

Dude

Thanks so much for such a special Valentine's Day. It was best. [JAM]

Peggy

Door of Men the Least Real: You're The Top Barnard's in Michigan. [JAM]

Thanks for the courtesy! [JAM]

Gary Fair

Here's a person just for you. I hope you enjoy it. [JAM]

An Observer Friend

Gary Fair: Here's another person just for you! [JAM]

Lyn: Thanks for a great time last Saturday. I'll still need you for an ally in reality.

Your valentine's Bugger

Kris tin —

You're really a cute couple, and we love you too. Thanks for making it stick.

The Shoe Sharers

Disco John

I read every minute of it—may I have the next deal?

Champagne Lady

Bar's Organizing and Laundry Service want size. Call anyone for an appointment.

Tom

You're really a cute couple, and we love you too. Thanks for making it stick.

The Shoe Sharers

Derek

For Rent

3-Bedroom. 4 baths available for new tenants. $300 per month. Call John at 230-9986. 275-9178.

Next really big sound for your next party in failing loudspeakers with 9000 mixer/cmp. Adapts to any system you want. $500.00 contact Craig. Call 227-2001.

For Sale

Sears: Must sell, baby in five. Sursan 9000, electric, 150 watt charred, 1 reads of space. $300 total. Call Bob at 8010.


USE BOX SHOP. Wed., Sat., Sun. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 1275 Broadway, 8010.

... ND rolls

At Classified ads must be received by 9:00 p.m. two days prior to the issue to which the ad will run. The Observer office will accept Classified Monday through Friday 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. All classifieds must be prepaid, either in person or through the mail.

Basketball

The Irish return to action Wednesday night as the ACC. The Chiefs boast the nation's #1 scorer in 6-2 guard Ernie Hill, averaging 26.9 points per game.
ND rolls past West Virginia

By Lou Sevenno
Sports Writer

MORGANTOWN, WV - Bill Hanzlik scored a game-high 14 points and the Notre Dame defense shut down Lowes Moore as the Irish downed West Virginia 70-54 before a record crowd of 15,118 in Morgantown Saturday night.

The game was marred by West Virginia students throwing marshmallows and other objects at several points in the contest.

The Irish after being greeted by a shower of debris jumped out to a 17-9 lead in the first 8 minutes of the game. N.D.'s boards accounted for 11 out of the 17 markers with hot perimeter shooting.

Mountaineer guard Joe Fryz then tallied 3 consecutive points to bring the home club back to within 3, 19-16 at the 7:38 mark. As this point N.D. hit a cold spell marked by cold-shooting and turnovers—particularly on violations. West Virginia scored the final 8 points of the opening 20 minutes, capped by a Dana Woolridge scored on a drive at 18:06 to make it 31-29 and Digger Phelps' squiggle never lost the lead from that point.

Defensively, Notre Dame pulled various combinations (2-3, 1-3 and manupatch zones) to completely baffle the Mountaineers. W.V.U. coach Gale Catlett admitted later that he couldn't keep up with the Irish defense.

"We were confused. Both the players and myself were unable to figure the Notre Dame defense," said Catlett.

The first-year coach also alluded to being outcoached by Phelps in the second half when the Irish with a 5 point lead, and the ball, went to a "motion-defense" against the West Virginia zone. With Catlett content to stay in the zone, the Irish capitalized by leading their side to 51-38 and running the clock down to 6:38.

The Irish went to a "motion-defense" with 50 seconds left. Moore who afterwords said, "I could have scored 40 if I wanted to," left with 9 points on a 4-13 shooting performance.

The Irish used superior free-throw shooting down the stretch, in between official time outs for garbage pickups, to surtech the lead to its final 16 point margin.

Laimbeer, Rich Brunning and Tracy Jackson combined for 14 points during this span as Notre Dame took command. Lower Moore was frustrated frustrated repeatedly by the combination of defenses and finally fouled out with 30 seconds left. Moore who afterwards said, "I could have scored 40 if I wanted to," left with 9 points on a 4-13 shooting performance.

The Irish used superior free-throw shooting down the stretch, in between official time outs for garbage pickups, to surtech the lead to its final 16 point margin.

Laimbeer enjoyed a fine second half showing, finishing with 8 points, 5 rebounds, 3 blocked shots and 2 assists. Hanzlik who hit 5 of 6 from the field led the Irish with 14, while Tracy Jackson added 9 and Brunning dropped in 11. Dana Perno led the Mountaineers with 14. In the game N.D. shot 48 percent, while W.W.U. hit 44 percent. Notre Dame was led by Flowers' 8 caroms, held a 33-25 edge.

"I know the Mountaineers were by far the class of the Western Hockey Association. It was going to win it all," he insisted.

But whatever that "all" included couldn't have been this past weekend's series with Notre Dame at the Athletic and Convocation Center. The surging Irish of Coach Lefty Smith swept the visitors from Minneapolis, winning respective 3-2 and 8-7 thrillers on Friday and Saturday evenings.

The crucial sweep, in Notre Dame's final regular season series at home, vaulted the Irish into an identical tie with Minnesota for second place in the WCHA. But, more importantly, it moved the Gold and Blue closer to gaining home ice advantage for next month's league playoffs. Also, it gave the Irish the upper hand in case of a tie with the Gophers for the season's end. Notre Dame took three of the four contests against Brooks and Company in the season series, including one of the two games played in Minneapolis.

All of which left Smith smiling at the conclusion of Saturday's game.

"If there's anything that really pleases me about the weekend,' offered the Irish mentor, 'it's the fact that for the second week in a row we faced a team higher than us in the standings and we beat them.

"To do that in two weeks in a row winning both nights, is a tremendous accomplishment.

The Irish swept Minnesota-Duluth on foreign ice last week-end while UMD was ranked third nationally. The double triumph over the Gophers, ranked second this past week, now gives Notre Dame five straight wins, equaling its longest streak of the year. It also marked the first time in Irish annals that they swept the Gophers in South Bend.

Nevertheless, the Irish looked like the Notre Dame squad that caused many a head to turn at the season's outset, when the young squad took an early position at the top of the league, let alone an earned spot at the top of the national poll.

"It was a total effort on everyone's part," enthused Smith of the latest Notre Dame win. "We gave up a few too many goals Saturday, night, but the fact that we won sort of pushes that to the side. We just hope to keep our momentum going when this weekend we play Denver.

If the Irish will indeed keep up the momentum, they'll need the continued consistency of freshman goalies Dave Laurion. The veteran-looking rookie was particularly amazing on Friday, while stopping all but one of Minnesota's 32 goal-bound shots.

In fact, after Neel Brown and Steve Cichon put the Gophers into a 2-0 lead midway through Friday's initial period, Laurion refused to budge the rest of the way.

The problem for the Irish, however, was that Minnesota's Steve Jansanek was equally up to the task. The senior standout, one of the best glove goalies in the WCHA, had shut out the Irish halfway through the contest. That's when Notre Dame decided..."